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Page 2: About you   

Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?  

Organisation  

 

Which of the following best describes you?  

No Response  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option please enter your name in the box below 
as you wish it to be published.  

No Response  

 

Please select the category which best describes your organisation  

Third sector (charitable, campaigning, social enterprise, voluntary, non-profit)  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option, please enter in the box below the name 
of your organisation as you wish it to be published.  

I am content for my response to be attributed to my organisation 

Name of Organisation: 

BEMIS Scotland 

 

Please provide a way in which we can contact you if there are queries regarding your response. Email is 
preferred but you can also provide a postal address or phone number. We will not publish these details.  

 
 

 

Page 8: Offensive behaviour at football (the section 1 offence)   

Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive  



 

Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

(a) Police and Justice System  
 
The legislation is opaque, in certain circumstances its implementation is not conducive with the 'General 
Equality Duties' (see Equality Act 2010) and has not resulted in either; 
 
a) Clear boundaries of implementation for individual police officers 
 
example: http://bit.ly/2dtdhRf  
 
b) Development of standard common law as a result of variations in interpretation across sheriffdoms 
 
example: http://bit.ly/2duUr7H  
 
In addition to these examples which constitute a sample of variations in judgement we must distill 
Equalities and Human Rights implications of judgement, public perceptions and shared objectives across 
Government, Statutory Bodies and individual citizens.  
 
Football is Scotland's national sport. As such it has a unique non-governmental role in Scottish society 
holding a pre-eminent function in both a sporting and social environment.  
 
As such, football supporters, clubs and those involved in the 'institution' of football share responsibilities 
as individual citizens, supporters of teams and collectively as ambassadors of the sport. 
 
In addition to this, political, regulatory, policing functions and the Criminal Justice System must provide 
unambiguous and transparent enforcement mechanisms for 'criminal acts'. The derogation of 
fundamental rights such as 'Freedom of Expression' within a context which may hold two opposing yet 
equally valid political, socio or historical interpretations must be balanced. The examples cited above 
exemplify incidents where this basic expectation has not been met.  
 
In both examples cited above a degree of ethnic, cultural, socio and political profiling has occurred. This 
adds pressure to both individual Police Officers, member of the public and interpretations from the variety 
of elements of the Criminal Justice System. 
 
In short: 
 
We are of the opinion based upon our analysis of current justiciability in relation the Act that; 
 
* Individual Police Officers do not have sufficient socio/cultural knowledge to implement the Act withough 
unintended prejudice 
* The Act places Police Officers at a significant disadvantage and increases chances of both negative 
interactions with the general public and miscarriages of justice 
* The Act is unclear to the general public - people may not be aware that they have committed an 
offense. The nature of the 'offense' in certain circumstances is clearly related to a contested socio/cultural 
history with multiple valid interpretations  
* The variations in judgement across sheriffdoms reflect a reality that the derogation of the fundamental 
right of 'Freedom of Expression' has not been met. 
* The variations in judgements across sheriffdoms that Section 1 of the Act which enables Procurator 
Fiscals to progress charges based upon 'offense' to an unattributed individual, even when that individual 
may not have seen, heard or be aware of the 'offense' is not proportionate to the alleged crime.  
* The contentious nature of the Act, reported within the annual dissemination of 'Hate Crime' stats has 
only served to create further confusion around both the nature of and response to tackling Hate Crime.  
* The assertion that the Act is ostensibly used to tackle 'sectarianism' or variations of 'hate crime' is 
undermined by the fact that  
 
(1) EHRC 2016 'Research report 102: Causes and motivations of hate crime' does not site Sections 1-5 
of the Act as either the pre-eminent or most effective remedy to tackling Hate Crime in Scotland. source: 
(http://bit.ly/2am17H6) 
 
(2) Use of the Act to challenge prevailing prejudice such as homophobia has been negligible to non-
existent. 
 



Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

(3) The Independent Advisory Group on 'Hate Crime, Prejudice and Community Cohesion 2016' 
reference the Act on a single occasion in their general opening comments - source: 
(http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00506074.pdf)  
 
(4) On the contrary - the aforementioned 'IAG' identify a persistent element of 'ethnic profiling' which, 
while requiring further research, may place specific communities at a disadvantage. Elements of this 
profiling are evident within all aspects of the Criminal Justice System's implementation of the Act in both 
charges, prosecutions, admonishments and convictions.  
 
"Dissatisfaction with existing terminology: This is particularly the case in relation 
to the Irish community in Scotland, as it has been argued that such focus on the 
religious characteristic means that victimisation based on ethnic origin or cultural 
difference is not paid sufficient attention". (Pt. 12 - Page 28 
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00506074.pdf)  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by 
politicians, the police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

We can only provide very general comment on this element. 
 
In short and conducive with our experience of other policy areas; 
 
a) Sufficient legislation exists independent of the contentious to Act to deal with Hate Crime offenses 
throughout Scottish society  
 
b) (i) Evidence based policy making must be cognisant of and responsive too variations in socio / 
economic / cultural or historical interpretations of past or current political events. These must be given 
equal status where there is evidently no breach of hate crime legislation. 
 
(ii) Where hate crime legislation has been breached the duty bearers ability to derogate universal human 
rights must be balanced and proportionate to the alleged crime. This theory applies to everybody under 
their jurisdiction regardless of circumstance. Ie. laws must apply both within and outwith stadiums, 
festivals or large events or travel to and from entertainment venues either permanent or static.  
 
Where variations in interpretation occur, or in relation to the Act, analysis and interpretation may be 
based upon present or historical prejudice it is firmly within the interests of all key stakeholders to discuss 
issues outwith a legislative context. 
 
Legislation developed to amend social frameworks may have the unintended consequence of 
exacerbating the societal issue it seeks to amend in turn undermining it intentions and effectively 
increasing both financial and social costs.  
 

 

 

Page 11: Threatening communications (the section 6 offence)   



Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive 

Comments: 

The Act has proven to be controversial, adversarial and further confused the momentum to tackle 
prejudice and hate crime in Scotland. In light of this, we contend that it would be beneficial to adopt and 
utilise pre-existing common law to tackle hate crime aggravated by prejudice against a characteristic both 
on and off line. Robust case law exists to support this analysis. example: http://bit.ly/2eB9Wgj 

 

Q5. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think is the most appropriate way of tackling threatening communications while upholding freedom of 
expression (for example, use of other legislation)?  

covered previously.  
 

 

Page 13: Strict Liability   

Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, 
should it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps 
to control fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

No 

Comments: 

We would welcome further discussion on this issue. Blanket punitive measures can disproportionately and 
adversely effect 'minority' views which are not party to or of the dominant social narrative. Football (in its 
entirety) as a unique non-governmental institution has a responsibility to ensure that hierarchical 
responses to 'perceived offense' does not unintentionally discriminate against any group or characteristic. 
BEMIS Scotland have worked with the SFA over a the last 5 years to increase Ethnic Minority participation 
in all elements of Scotland's national game. 
(http://scottishfa.co.uk/scottish_fa_news.cfm?page=1986&newsID=16586&newsCategoryID=1) This has 
been consumed into our work with the Scottish Government to enthuse and practically enhance Scotland's 
'Inclusive National Identity' via the themed years programmes of 2014/15/16 + 17. 2014 Review: 
http://bemis.org.uk/PDF/mc-2014-review.pdf 2015 Review: http://bemis.org.uk/PDF/yofad-evaluation.pdf 
We have been in an advantageous position over the last 20 years, since the re-convening of the Scottish 
Parliament to asses the fault-lines and challenges which accompany the development of a society 
predicated on celebrating diversity and active citizenship both across and within communities. We 
encapsulate this message in the strap line that we are 'enhanced by our diversity and combined by our 
humanity' - this is true even of our most contentious issues. In reality success of this critical initiative will be 
determined by our ability to understand and educate ourselves as individuals and communities beyond 
projection of self-dominant values onto 'others' as either 'norms' or 'right' ways of doing things or 'right' way 
of thinking. Within this context, popular all encompassing silver bullet solutions such as 'Strict Liability' may 
undermine minority opinions and potentially act detrimentally to ethos of its intention. It should and need 
not be the role of Government or other regulatory bodies to replicate the intolerance of society or 
individuals via policy proposals or legal instruments. The Pan European use of Strict Liability imposes 
value judgements onto member clubs based upon dominant, well rehearsed and financially capable 
political opinions which run contrary to International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and The 
European Convention on Human Rights. In effect 'Pan European Strict Liability' is a supplementary, 
unaccountable instrument of continental (membership based) 'law' which provides weaker protections than 
the 'actual' law across the territory within which it operates. What is shares in characteristic with the 
'Offensive Behaviour at Football and Threatening Communications Act (Scotland) 2012' is that it imposes 
arbitrary charges, prosecutions and judgements which vary upon specifics and or territories. Examples in a 
continental and domestic context include: * Barcelona and the Catalan flag - http://bit.ly/2eZ4iaQ * 
St.Johnstone and the Palestine Flag - http://bit.ly/2efdGsg * Celtic Fans and the Palestine Flag - 



Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, 
should it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps 
to control fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

http://bit.ly/2bcy7yB While being open to further discussion on the best partnership based approach 
BEMIS remain unconvinced that strict liability in its current format as witnessed in a European context is 
either adequate as a punitive social instrument or fair. 

 

Page 14: Transitional arrangements   

Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 
Act? (Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  

covered previously ie. pre-existing legislation.  
 

 

Page 15: Financial implications   

Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the 
proposed Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

Unsure  

 

Page 16: Equalities   

Q9. What overall impact is the Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the Equality Act 
2010): race, disability, gender (including transgender), age, religion and belief, sexual orientation, marriage 
and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?  

Positive  

 

Q10. In what ways could any negative impact of the Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or 
avoided?  

The bill must follow the EQIA process - characteristic specific impacts of any proposed legislative 
changes can be analysed at this stage. In addition you can supplement/enhance this with a HRIA 
(Human Rights Impact Assessment). 
 
In short 
 
* Current legislation independent of the Act exists to deal with variety of hate crime both online and offline  
* The Act as it sit may be unintentionally incompatible with both domestic Equalities law and our 
obligation to adhere to International covenants and treaties. 
 
This should have formed part of the review, however, was unfortunately absent in an substantive way.  

 

 



Page 18: General   

Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the 
consultation document?  

N/A (Previously covered)  
 

 

Q12. Do you have any direct experience of the Act in practice that you would like to share?  

From an Equalities and Human Rights Perspective;  
 
* The Act confuses the response and momentum in dealing with Hate Crime 
* There are implications for minority communities. Raised via the 'United Nations Committee on Elimination 
of Racial Discrimination' 
 
here: 
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CERD/Shared%20Documents/GBR/INT_CERD_NGO_GBR_24659_E.pdf 
(Pg. 10) 
 
"The prevalence in Scotland to conflate ‘catholic’ and ‘Irish’ and to prosecute ethnic / racial 
prejudice as religious aggravation reinforces ignorance and miss-represents the nature of 
issue. 
 
The Scottish Government must continue dialogue with both the lay Catholic community and Irish cultural 
organisations to increase understanding of this intersectionality. 
 
* please note that BEMIS consultation with community organisations indicates that significant concerns 
prevail in relation 
to the ‘Offensive Behaviour at Football and Threatening Communications Act (Scotland) 2012’ as appropriate 
or equitable 
legislation to tackle the prevailing social problem of either anti-Catholicism or Anti-Irish racism.8 Furthermore 
concern 
persists within the Irish minority community that implementation of section 1 of the Act covering 
‘Offensiveness’ poses 
problems of both proportionality and subjectivity".  

 

 


